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Ripple Filter The ripple filter creates interesting lines or curves that start at a starting point and then follow a path. The lines can
grow and shrink to create a wave-like effect, as shown in Figure 15-5. FIGURE 15-5: The ripple filter creates waves along a
path. To use the ripple filter, follow these steps: 1. **Open an image in Photoshop and place the selection handles around the

wave you want to ripple**. In the example in Figure 15-5, I placed the rectangle handles at the wave's starting and ending points.
2. **Click the Ripple button (it's shown in the margin) on the Filter panel or press Cmd+R**. As soon as you click the Ripple
button or press Cmd+R, the filter appears in a preview on your image window. 3. **Drag the middle pointer to control the size

of the wave**. You can drag in any direction. You can drag up or down to decrease the ripple, or drag left or right to increase it.
4. **Click outside of the wave so that the filter isn't applied any longer**. You can click a new place on the image or in the

layer stack (see the later section, "Layer Layers: A Basic Understanding of Photoshop's Editing System," for details about layer
stacks) to change the ripple effect's look.
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Just like you would use Photoshop in the real world, you'll edit images and create graphics using the Elements interface.
Photoshop Elements makes creating and editing digital images easy so that anyone can do it. In this tutorial, you'll learn how to
create your first vector image in Photoshop Elements. You will learn how to make some basic shapes, add strokes and colors,
adjust curves, and change the size of the image using a new feature called Smart Object. Be sure to check out the remaining

tutorials in this series. The Materials Follow these steps to make the image in this tutorial. You can follow along with the steps in
this Photoshop document or download the.psd file to follow along with. The Steps 1. Make a Basic Shape Open the vector

image in Photoshop. Start with a basic shape. Use the Line Segment Tool to draw a line. Press and hold Ctrl while clicking to
draw a closed line. Notice that the line is thick because you selected the Line Segment Tool. To make a thinner line, you'll need
to change the line's weight. Press and hold Shift and click to draw a square. By pressing and holding Ctrl, you can connect the
two ends of the line together to form a square. Draw another square. Drag the two squares so that they overlap. Press Shift and

click to connect the two squares and create a diamond shape. 2. Add an Inner Border Add a rectangle that covers the inner
perimeter of the diamond shape. Start by drawing a rectangle. Move the rectangle so that it's just inside the area of the diamond.

Click the Line Segment Tool and select 1-pixel wide black line. Draw a stroke along the lower edge of the rectangle. Drag the
rectangle so that it overlaps the inside of the diamond. Use the Direct Selection Tool (white arrow) to drag the rectangle inward
toward the inside of the diamond. Select the white arrow tool. In the Toolbox, click and hold the Corner Selection Tool to make

a selection as shown in the image. Use the Direct Selection Tool (white arrow) to move the top edge of the rectangle inward.
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Click and hold the Direct Selection Tool to select the bottom edge of the rectangle. Move the corner selection tool over the edge
of the rectangle that you selected. Drag inward to create a small arc. Move the corner selection tool over the end a681f4349e
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Q: How to compare each character of a string in php? In a php file named data.php I have a variable $char (which contains a
string like ABC123) and I want to check if each character of the string $char is equals to another string (like DEF123), (so if the
answer is true, I want to pass this result to another php file). The string $char could have any number of characters. I already
tried with a foreach but I didn't reach my goal. Thanks for your help. A: Two answers: Normal form of comparing each
character will be: $char[0] == 'DEF' $char[1] == '123' ... $char[3] == '123' You can use function strcmp for it: $strcmp(
'DEF123', $char ); You can use better php function called strpos(), and it will help you with your next problem: in string:
'ABC123' it will search for '123' with $pos_right (right position) and $pos_left (left position) in array: $char = array('ABC',
'123') it will search for first 123 with $pos_right[1] and $pos_left[1] Example: function compare_char($strcmp, $pos_right,
$pos_left) { $strcmp = trim(strcmp( $str, $pos_right ) ); $pos_left = trim(strpos( $str, $pos_left ) ); if ( $pos_left &&
$pos_right ) { $strcmp = strcmp( $strcmp, trim(strpos( $pos_right, $pos_left ) ) ); } return $strcmp; } $strcmp = compare_char(
strcmp('ABC123', 'DEF123'), 0, // $pos_right
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overlay { background: #ccc; } .hljs-title, .apache.hljs-tag { padding: 0.7em; } .hljs-comment, .java.hljs-javadoc, .python.hljs-
typename { color: #888888; } .hljs-annotation, .apache.hljs-sqbracket, .nginx.hljs-built_in { color: #333333; } .hljs-
preprocessor, .hljs-preprocessor *, .hljs-pragma { color: #777777; } .hljs-keyword, .css.hljs-class, .hljs-important, .js.hljs-
function, .nginx.hljs-title { color: #777777; } .hljs-string, .coffeescript.hljs-attribute { color: #888888; } .hljs-number, .hljs-
hexcolor { color: #888888; } .hljs-comment, .java.hljs-annotation, .python.hljs-decorator, .ruby.hljs-string, .hljs-delimiter, .hljs-
regexp { color: #808000; } .hljs-variable, .apache.hljs-tag, .nginx.hljs-title, .tex.hljs-command, .hljs-request, .hljs-status { color:
#595959; } Gross-Macher Gross-Macher is a German phrase, meaning "big-macher", referring to one who has or wants power
and social influence. It may refer to: Gross-Macher is a German term for an old-fashioned term for a paper, calling those that
have a lot of money, time, and political influence to write on The Berlin Sinfonietta, a German band founded in 1994 Nazi
German actor Günther Lü
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System Requirements For Photoshop 2022 (version 23):

Minimum: - OS: Windows 8, 7, Vista, XP - CPU: Pentium 4, Dual Core, Core i5, Core i3 - RAM: 1 GB or more - Graphics:
DirectX 9 with Shader Model 3.0 - DirectX Renderer: DirectX 9 - Hard Disk: 2 GB or more - Sound Card: DirectX compatible
sound card - Keyboard & Mouse Recommended: - CPU: Core i5
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